In order to analyze microscopic operating law of intersection mixed traffic flow, a coupled cellular model of the vehicle VDR model and the one-way pedestrian Blue model was presented. Based on the definition of pedestrian →vehicle interference area, vehicle →pedestrian interference area and the crossing behaviors of left-turning vehicle and pedestrian, the interference and conflict rules between left-turning vehicle and pedestrian at intersection were formulated. Finally, the relationships of traffic flow states, variation trend, and arrival rate were simulated to study the mixed traffic characteristics of left-turning vehicle and pedestrian.
Introduction
The reasonable establishment of vehicle and pedestrian traffic simulation model at urban intersection can reappear dynamically the micro operation law of intersection mixed traffic and provide theoretical basis for the intersection signal control and traffic organization optimization. Gao Liping(2011) [1] , Ma Wanjing(2015) [2] et al. have researched the intersection interference mechanisms and crossing behaviors of vehicle, non-motor vehicle and pedestrian. In the aspect of cellular automata simulation, Blue(1998) [3] , Ren Gang(2012) [4] et al. have studied and established the corresponding cellular automaton model of pedestrian flow from the aspects of pedestrian flow status and pedestrian evacuation; Zhang Xingqiang(2012) [5] , Sun Ze(2012) [6] , et al. have established the cellular automaton model of mixed vehicle-pedestrian traffic flow from the micro level and analyzed the characteristics of mixed traffic between vehicle and pedestrian. This paper established a crossing behaviors cellular automaton model of left-turning vehicle and pedestrian, presented the VDR-Blue coupling cellular automaton model based on VDR model and Blue model, revealed the interference mechanism of intersection vehicle-pedestrian mixed traffic flow.
The Operation Rules of Vehicle and Pedestrian
This paper regards that the operation of left-turning vehicle meets VDR model and the pedestrian meets one-way Blue model. In model, left-turning roadway is denoted as Lane, Lane 1 is the entrance roadway, its length is L 1 ; Lane N is the Vehicle→pedestrian interference roadway and its length is L N ; Lane 2 is the exit roadway and length is L 2 ; pedestrian crosswalk is denoted as Z, its width is L rk and length is L rc ; pedestrian→Vehicle interference area is denoted as M with length L M ; conflict area is denoted as C, its length is L c and width is L rk which is equal to the width of pedestrian crosswalk. X is the boundary line for vehicle entering the conflict area C ( Figure. 
2. Acceleration and deceleration rules 1 max
3. Stochastic slowing down rules is the position of vehicle N at time t; 1 f , 2 f are the stochastic slowing down probability. [3] , ,
The Rules of Pedestrian Operating in the Crosswalk
, the probability of pedestrian walking in current crosswalk, the left crosswalk and the right crosswalk is 80%, 10%, 10% respectively. , , ,
max ( ,  ,  ) , max( , , ) ,
if n n n n n or n n n n n , the probability of pedestrian walking in current crosswalk, the left crosswalk and the right crosswalk is 80%，20% respectively. , , , 
VDR-Blue Rules
When the interference between pedestrian flow and left-turning flow occurring, pedestrian decides whether to enter into the conflict area is affected by the distance between vehicle and conflict area and the speed of vehicle at that moment. The probability of left-turning vehicle entering into the conflict area is calculated based on the Logistic regression model which concluded by Qian Dalin [7] . 
where P V P → is the probability of pedestrian crossing left-turning vehicle; V P P → is the probability of left-turning vehicle crossing pedestrian; V G is the distance between vehicle and conflict area, m ; c G is the current gap provided by pedestrian, m ; r G is the reference gap provided by pedestrian, m .
The vehicle in Vehicle→Pedestrian interference area which closest to the boundary line X of conflict area is denoted as vehicle l , its position is l X ; the vehicle in conflict area which closest to the boundary line X of conflict area is denoted as vehicle r , its position is r X .The state of the cell ( ) n s t is the distance between pedestrian n and conflict area at time t, ( ) n v t is the speed of pedestrian n at time t. C in conflict area is: 
The rules of interference between left-turning vehicle and pedestrian in the intersection are: 1. (1) ( ) 0 ( ) 1 if C t or C t = = , pedestrian entering into C on Blue rule, vehicle operating on VDR rule.
(2) (t)=2 if C
, conflict area is occupied by vehicle r . Pedestrian behavior at time t+1 is divided into the following circumstances:
≤ + + , the pedestrian who can enter into C stop walking at time t+1.
When L L j X l + + ≤ < − + , the pedestrian between the boundary line X and the rear of vehicle entering into C;
When X l j L L L − + ≤ < + + , the pedestrian who can enter into C at time t+1 stop walking, the other pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
2.
if L X L L V < < + − , vehicle l in interference area can't reach conflict area C at time t+1.
Vehicle operating on VDR rule, pedestrian operating rules are divided into:
, vehicle operating on VDR rule, pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
2) s ( ) ( )
(1) ( ) 0 ( ) 1 if C t or C t = = , pedestrian can make decisions whether or not to cross left-turning vehicle, the probability of pedestrian entering into C is → 1 P V P .
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(2)
≤ + + , the pedestrian who can enter into C at time t+1 stop walking, the other pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
When L L j X l + + ≤ < − + , the probability of pedestrian entering into C is
When X l j L L L − + ≤ < + + , the pedestrian who can enter into C stop walking at time t+1, the other pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
if s t L > , vehicle l entering into conflict area C at time t+1 and operating on VDR rule, pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
(2) ( ) ( ) n n if s t v t ≤ , the probability of pedestrian having priority to enter into C is
if s t v t > , vehicle l can make decisions whether or not to cross pedestrian, the probability of vehicle entering into C is → 1 V P P , pedestrian operating on Blue rule.
2) (t)=1 if C
:
if s t v t ≤ , the probability of pedestrian following to enter into C is
if s t v t > , the pedestrian who can't enter into C at time t+1 operating on Blue rule.
3) (t)=2 if C :
(1)
if L L X L L l + < ≤ + + , the pedestrian who can enter into C at time t+1 stop walking, the other pedestrian operating on Blue rule, Vehicle operating on VDR rule. 
Model Simulation
In the simulation, the size of vehicle cell is 0. 
Conclusions
This paper established the VDR-Blue cellular automaton model to analyze the mixed traffic flow characteristics between left-turning vehicle and pedestrian. The results of simulation analysis show that there is a critical arrival rate which makes the vehicle flow volume and pedestrian flow volume having phase transition from free flow to saturated flow, the saturation volume of vehicle and pedestrian is mainly affected by pedestrian arrival rate;. and almost unaffected by vehicle arrival rate; the mixed traffic flow of left-turning vehicle and pedestrian can be divided into 3 phases: both free flow; vehicle flow is steady flow and pedestrian flow is free flow; both steady flow.
